2017 PACIFIC MASTERS

$5,000 prize money

29th July 2017

Venue: Townsville Dart Hall – Murray Sports Complex –
Mervyn Crossman Drive Murray TOWNSVILLE QUEENSLAND

START TIME 9.00AM

Nominations to be sent to Darts Queensland Secretary
Email secdartsqld@gmail.com or PH: 0448 400 336

Highest placed Lady and Man from Zone 6 region will receive $500.00 each
Donated by Townsville Darts Association

Nomination Fee $A25.00

NOMINATIONS CLOSE 5.00pm FRIDAY 28TH JULY 2017
ENTRY FEE TO ACCOMPANY NOMINATION

WDF, BDO, DA & DQ Darts Conditions of Entry

Entry Fee – By Cheque or by Cash at the Venue prior to the commencement of Play. Includes WDF, BDO, DA & DQ Darts Sanction Fees. The DA Dress Code applies to this tournament, Dress Pants, Top with Collar. NO DENIM to be worn. Eligibility: This is a BDO Invitation table’s event and is only open to players who are eligible to play in the Winmau World Masters Championships and the Lakeside World Professional Championships.
1. Playing format: The tournament is a one-life knock out played under the following format:

   **OPEN MASTERS** | **LADIES MASTERS** | **Preliminary Rounds**
   --- | --- | ---
   Best of seven (7) legs | Best of five (5) legs Semi-finals | Best of nine (9) legs
   Best of five (5) legs Final | Best of eleven (11) legs | Best of seven (7) legs

2. Seeding: Sixteen (16) men and sixteen (16) women will be seeded into the Pacific Masters. The first being ranked in order as they are listed in top fifty (50) on the World Darts Federation Ranking Table, next the top fifty (50) on the British Darts Organisation Full Invitational Table and last is the Darts Australia Full Ranking Table.

3. Playing Rules: 3.1 Order of throw shall be determined by the toss of a coin. The winner of the toss throws first in the odd-numbered legs; the loser of the toss throws first in the even-numbered legs. 3.2 The Tie-Breaker Rule is only introduced in the semi-final and final game and is determined by the toss of a coin. The winner of the toss shall throw first for the Bull; the closest to the Bull shall throw first in the final and deciding leg. 3.3 Six (6) practice darts only by each player prior to the match commencing. 3.4 No practice darts are permitted after the commencement of a game. 3.5 A player once commencing their throw shall not leave the immediate board playing area, unless for urgent reason and permission granted. Maximum is 5 minutes. Penalty; forfeit shot. 3.6 No darts are to be retrieved from the dartboard until the score has been called by the Chalker/Caller. Penalty; loss of score of dart or darts removed. 3.7 A player retrieving their darts from the dartboard after a shot shall do so promptly and in such a manner as to not interfere with the next player. Penalty is loss of previous shot. 3.8 A player at the Oche shall not commence their throw until their opponent is back behind the Oche. Penalty is loss of shot. 3.9 All requests to check score tally must be made before the player’s next throw. Once thrown upon, the score tally may not be amended.

**General Rules:** Any player not in attendance when called to play will forfeit the match. Three minutes allowed from the time of calling reaching the Oche. All players participating must play under their own name. All players representing their State or Country shall wear the playing attire approved by their respective State or Country. Whilst playing, players shall not be permitted to wear any clothing advertising a marketable product or concern without the permission of the organisers.

**WDF By Laws:** Smoking and consuming alcohol beverages will not be permitted within the playing area. If a player is not present at the official Presentation to receive trophies, prizes or prize money then they shall forfeit the right to receive trophies or prize money and ranking points that may be due. The host state under Darts Australia supervision, will conduct the tournament and decisions on all matters and interpretations of the rules shall be final and binding. The organisers reserve the right to refuse admission or eject anyone from the event premises without assigning a reason to do so.

I …………………………………………………………………………………………………….wish to nominate for the Grand Prix Pacific Masters ranked singles event.

Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Phone: …………………Email: ……………………………………………………………………………………

I am a registered member of the following Darts Association ………………………………………………………........... I have read and understood all the above rules and conditions of WDF, BDO and DA regarding the Pacific Masters Darts Tournament.

I agree to abide by all rules and conditions.

Signed: …………………………………………………………… Date: …………………………………………………